Ulrix Carbonite from Ross combines world-class Carbonite production switcher functionality with the remarkable Ulrix hybrid routing and processing system to offer users the combined benefits within one hyper converged platform.

**SIZE MATTERS**

The Ulrix routing and audio/video processing platform, along with the powerful Carbonite SDP/E blade, can provide a flexible multi-format routing and production solution in as little as 3RU including power supply.

**MIX & MATCH FEARLESSLY**

The flexible architecture of the hyper converged system means that format and connectivity challenges simply disappear.

**FUTURE CONFIDENT**

Ulrix Carbonite is the next stage in the evolution of the Software-Defined Production Engine, or SDP/E, which allows new features and functionality to be added without the need for costly hardware replacement.

**ROI TCO**

By fusing Ulrix and Carbonite into one compact and uniquely powerful package, total cost of ownership is reduced because expensive power, maintenance, cabling and support costs are significantly lower.

**COMFORTABLY FAMILIAR**

As ground-breaking as Ulrix Carbonite is, operators might not even notice because they can continue to work as they always have, with control surfaces such as TouchDrive control panels and Dashboard integrated control.

**PEACE OF MIND INCLUDED**

Ulrix Carbonite’s robust hardware is designed and engineered for 24/7 mission-critical applications. But if assistance is needed, Ross Video’s global Technical Support is second to none.